
CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD MINUTES 
 

Tuesday February 7, 2006 
 
PRESENT:  Chairman Holt, Steve Senske, Ray Cenni and Michael Rodgers 
 
ABSENT:, Dorothy Mangano, Joe Affronte, Wendi Lodestro, Rebecca Brumagin and Greg Rabb 
 

OTHERS: William Daly, Rose Wightman, Don McCord (Planning and Economic Development) and Douglas Bowen. 
 

MINUTES The minutes of the January 10th, 2006 meeting were tabled due to a lack of a quorum. 
PRIVILEGE OF 
FLOOR 

No public present. Chairman Holt introduced Doug Bowen as a potential new county planning board member from Ripley, New 
York. Mr. Bowen's name has not been submitted to the legislature for consideration as of this meeting. 

2006 WORK 
PLAN 

Bill Daly: I read the proposal submitted by Ray and Pete at the January meeting regarding the planning board's role and what the 
board might undertake. I'm starting to get a better feel for planning in general with the help of Rose Wightman and Don McCord. 
The questions raised in the document are all legitimate and something we have to work towards. Unfortunately our planning staff is 
rather small and wears a lot of hats, but Rose, Don and I will sit down and go over this thoroughly and see what we can do. Then I 
would welcome an informal meeting to see where we can go with this. 
 
Ray: As a group the Planning Board should be helping the towns and villages. If the County could communicate its goals on items 
like roads, then if a village is building a road that might be affected by these goals or plans then they might try to incorporate things 
to help the County meet its goals. I think these goals need to be general and not proscriptive because every town and village will do 
their own thing to some extent. 
 
Rose: We have home rule. When you have home rule, at a certain level they are going to do their own thing, which is why we don't 
have county-wide zoning.  
 
Ray: But can we help a local zoning committee by suggesting things for an area?  
 
Bill: This is a state's rights argument when taken to its furthest conclusion. I don't think it will work. I do understand what your 
saying but let me get together with Don and Rose. 
 
Ray: I just feel that these local people need help. There are people on local planning and zoning boards that need some guidance 
and assistance. 
 
Pete Holt: The board has struggled with this for years. Every couple of years we have a discussion around whether we should 
handle capital projects and referrals primarily or whether we should go beyond that. We have never really gotten into the meat of 
that but I think we are now. We are an advisory board clearly but as an apolitical group I think it is our responsibility to look at the 
County in general terms. When we see something we believe is important we should make a recommendation or suggestion to the 
Legislature and the County Executive to look at the issue.  
 
Something just came up in one of our local municipalities that I believe is a perfect example of what Mr. Pippine was saying and 
what we talked about at our January meeting. Most Zoning Enforcement Officers are also Building Code Enforcement Officers. 
They get a good deal of their instructions from New York State Building Code Enforcement representatives. They don't get as much 
background in zoning enforcement. Don has spoken with Sam Ricotta from the New York State Code Division. Mr. Ricotta said 



that building code enforcement people have to take 24 hours of continuing education each year that addresses seven categories of 
code enforcement. This is a lot of education and time for the enforcement officer. When we try to get them to zoning training I 
believe they have just been educated out and our training is not a priority. 
 
Rose: Well there are a couple of issues related to that Pete. One of them is that code across New York State is pretty uniform; it's 
New York State Code, which means that the same code exists in Ellicott that exists in Westfield. When you talk about zoning it is 
different in every community. So there are generalities about zoning that can apply, and those are basically the principles of zoning, 
but the specifics for every municipality are specific to that municipality, they have developed it themselves. So you can't train 
county-wide for specifics.   
 
Pete: But here is my point, a code enforcement officer, whether he is enforcing the building code or the zoning code, has pretty 
limited discretion. It has to be very clear to him, it’s a permitted use or it's not a permitted use. If there is any question, that is as far 
as he goes and then he has to refer it to somebody else. We just had an incident where a zoning enforcement officer gave someone a 
permit to build an accessory use when there was no primary use. You can't have an accessory use unless you have a primary use. So 
he gave them a permit to build a very large garage that occupies most of the lot and when the planning board ask where the house 
was going to go, the code enforcement officer said it doesn't matter. I just thought this was an example of a code enforcement 
officer being uninformed regarding the application of the process and his duties.  
 
Rose: But that is a local concern.  
 
Pete: But don't we as planners have an obligation, for the sake of the county, to do what we can to make sure that local zoning 
officials at least understand the zoning code that is shaping the communities within Chautauqua County. 
 
Rose: Last week Bill sent me to the New York state Association of Counties meeting where all the County Planning Directors in 
the State were invited and had their own meeting. I attended the meeting and had an opportunity to talk to the Department of State 
training officials at that meeting. They said that they recognize the need for code enforcement officers to have some training in 
zoning. Recognizing again that zoning is individualized for the communities, so there is only so far you can take this. They told me 
that they had modified their training programs to include issues related to the zoning question and that they welcome code 
enforcement officers from all of the municipalities to attend their training sessions all the time. The code enforcement officers have 
never been excluded from the planning and zoning training, they simply don't go. Some of the discussion we have had in-house on 
that is that the training that is offered locally is held during the daytime. Southern Tier West sponsors some of the training and there 
is other training offered that is during the daytime. Some folks would prefer that the training be at night but the code enforcement 
officers are employees of the municipalities and they can be sent to that daytime training. Department of State can be requested, 
when they give the training, to emphasis the zoning aspect of it and they are perfectly willing to comply. There is training currently 
available but there is always more that can be done if this is something that is considered an important.  
Now one of the other issues that came up is that planning boards throughout the state have somewhat different responsibilities in 
counties with different structures and Chautauqua County is one of only seven or eight counties in the entire state that is structured 
with a County Executive. The counties that are not chartered counties are still structured with a board of supervisors or are 
governed by the Chair of the Legislature. In those counties the planning board has broader responsibilities than in the chartered 
counties. Because this county is structured so that county operations are through the administrative arm, it is a little different 
structure than a majority of the counties throughout the state 
 
Pete: Well that’s great but my point is "Is this something that the planning board wants to work on?" Not just specifically zoning, 
but things we believe are important to the county. If we do then we make a recommendation to county government that we think 



there is a need for Department of State training. In other words are we going to broaden out the purview of the board within what 
the board is supposed to address under the county charter 
 
Mike: Do we exist as an advisory board now? Do we have that capacity? 
 
Rose: You are an advisory board. 
 
Mike: In other words, if a local planning board had a problem, they could come to us and say look we're having a problem. Could 
we get some guidance? 
 
Pete: Planning used to do that but with reduction in staff it isn't done. 
 
Rose: The board has the authority to decide whether they could do that. Whether they have the capacity is something else. The 
other side of the question is "Would you be doing it yourselves or would you be expecting Bill to assign staff to do it for you?" 
Those are two different things.  
 
Mike: I don't know how to do it. 
 
Rose: I think that is one of the points. 
 
Mike: I think that there are certain referrals that come through that we could advise on. I think that local planning boards are 
looking for somebody out there to say if they are doing things right. We just had a project in the Village of Bemus Point, a 
development of condominiums. 
 
Don: We have received a referral from the planning board and the zoning board on that project today. 
 
Mike: What is taken into account when that referral comes in? There is more to it than whether the use should be allowed in that 
location. 
 
Rose: Only the things that refer to the law. Do we give them advice on whether it is an appropriate layout or if it is consistent with 
the community's development vision? No. Our evaluation relates to what the law requires. We did specify that we wanted to see the 
SEQRA and somehow or other this project managed to get a neg dec on its SEQRA. So someone in that community has determined 
that this project will not have a significant effect on Bemus Point. At that point it is beyond our authority to do anything. 
 
Mike: Even in an advisory capacity. 
 
Rose: They will get some advice. 
 
Mike: I was on the Village of Bemus point Planning Board for almost 20 years. I can think of a number of times that I wished we 
had some other level above us to go to. We were very fortunate through all those years that we had Dave Phillips working with us. 
He was kind of our guide and if we had a problem we could go to him and he came further into the county and got some advice. But 
I always thought sitting there on that board that it would be nice if even unofficially we could look to and say or ask some 
questions. 
 



Rose: Frequently those from the municipality do contact us. That has happened repeatedly. In this particular project we were 
contacted early on by the Planning Board chair who is know on the Village Board.  
 
Don: The one thing I will add to what Rose has already said is that we look at the inter-municipal impacts. That is what the County 
Planning Board is charged with and there are specific parameters within which you look at that situation. However, the law 
specifically states on the board's behalf in an advisory capacity, the board is allowed to make informal comments in regards to 
whether the project may be appropriate. Ninety percent of the referrals that go out are listed as local option with no significant inter-
municipal impacts but almost all have some informal comments to assist the community in developing the best project. 
 
Pete: One of the problems Mike is that the local boards rarely have counsel. They don't talk to their attorney until they are in so 
deep that they didn't know which way to turn. Then a board will finally get some advice and work through what they need to do. I 
think that is very unfortunate for the developers as well as for the community. I think if they had had a lawyer early on they would 
have dealt with it much better.  
 
Mike: I just brought up that project because it was in my mind. I also think of the windmills and the wind turbines. Cassadaga has 
had some problems with land use recently in their Village and certainly in the wind turbine thing it is a county-wide issue. If we are 
at a county level we could come in as an advisor in some capacity. 
 
Rose: Well we have been working on that. Don actually put together a seminar on wind power a year ago in Fredonia. It was well 
attended and we have been working with Department of State who has put together a lot of model ordinances on wind power. Some 
of the communities are working on their own ordinances. One of the things we run into here again is that we have a home rule 
county. If the county suddenly comes out with an ordinance and hands it down, and says this is the way it is, you wouldn't believe 
the ruckus. At the same time the communities want assistance in doing what they want to do. They would like some guidance. They 
would like somebody else to do the really hard work in figuring these things out. It is very difficult to balance the two and as soon 
as you put together something that comes down from the county and is handed out to the municipalities you are faced with the 
whole home rule attitude and the difficulty in implementing something like that. We do work on the wind power issues but so far 
we have been staying in the background. The position that the State is taking and the position that NYSERDA is taking will make it 
easier over the next year or two for the county to become more forward in what they're doing. And again, if I hear you right, you're 
going to be asking the planning staff to put together these materials. It is very detailed, it is very intense, it is quite a lot of work and 
I'm assuming; tell me if I'm wrong, I'm assuming the board itself is not going to assume that they have the expertise to do it and 
they are going to want staff to do it. 
 
Mike:  Yeah you're right. 
 
Pete: But I don't know what it is asking staff to do really and I wouldn't want the county to be writing zoning to be handed down to 
Westfield or Ripley. But I would hope that County Planning would do what it did and hold informational meetings and act as a 
resource for people that need guidance. I personally don't want us to get involved with writing a Village's zoning  ordinance but if a 
Village came to County Planning and said "Can you guide us through the process?' then that might be something that county 
planning can do. 
 
Rose: I think that is something that is already being done. It is my understanding that Mayville and the Town of Chautauqua have 
had assistance.  
 
Pete: But that was in years past, not now. The program has been discontinued as I understand 



 
Rose; Well the staffing is short Pete. 
 
Pete: I understand, but my point is, without getting into specifics, "Does the County Planning Board want to take a look at these 
issues and make recommendations to what it would hope that County government would authorize county planning staff to do?" 
Because that seems to be the question that Ray asked and people ask every year, what do we do? Do we do referrals and capital 
projects and a couple of other small items and that the end of our job; or for example, do we take a look at the county and say we 
think there is a need for some assistance to local municipalities with their zoning or don't we do that. To me that is the question. Do 
we look at issues or do we not? Would we suggest the County tell the local municipalities what their zoning should be? That is not 
our job and would be a mistake. I see a need for us as planners to assist and provide guidance if there is a need and I personally 
think there is an enormous need for municipalities to get some assistance when they are looking at their zoning. 
 
Rose: Again, my question Pete is "Is this assistance you want from the staff or from the board?" 
 
Pete: I'm not qualified to do that. 
 
Rose: OK 
 
Pete: I would help municipalities if they ask me a question and I thought I could give them a legitimate answer. But my thinking is 
that if it is needed then it goes to the County Executive or the County Legislature to authorize staff to do it. Now, maybe not just 
this staff because you have limitations but we might suggest that the County come up with some money and resources to 
accomplish this. That is where I'm headed. 
 
Rose: I have been trying to be protective of the staff because of the work overload and we are certainly going to do whatever Bill 
tells us to do and we are very concerned about your concerns. But making the distinction between what you want to do yourselves 
and what you want from staff is important. 
 
Pete: That is probably part of the process and we may need a subcommittee to look at that. But I think all we are talking about is 
having a dialogue at our meetings about what we do and what our identity is. Maybe we are going to go back to the few things that 
we did but I thought we didn't do enough as a planning board. We have ignored some issues that should have been addressed and 
we didn't do it.  
 
 

CORRESPOND. Letters from the Monroe County Planning Department regarding stormwater management training in March of 2006 were 
circulated.  
 
The New York State Department of Transportation has submitted a Draft 25-year Transportation Plan for New York State. A letter 
requesting comments was circulated.  
 
Rose: The State has modified the draft plan from the original draft document in August of 2004. The plan, which is now called the 
"2030 Plan", includes road segments in Chautauqua County, which I consider a victory for Chautauqua County. This was a great 
concern when the first plan was brought forth. The original plan identified critical transportation and there was nothing that came 
through Chautauqua County. The plan as it is now includes Chautauqua County but they have not specified work for Chautauqua 
County. There is grant money available for transportation planning, which may address the local transportation component of the 



County Comprehensive Plan. This would be a good thing to do and it is something I feel we should address. Transportation 
planning has consisted of the efforts that go into requesting State and Federal funds and the requests made through the capital 
projects process with the County. So we have participated in transportation planning but it has never been formalized and we need 
to focus on making sure we have connections to the national highway system and critical corridors. 
 
Pete: Do you need anything from the board? 
 
Rose: We could use a resolution from the planning board supporting us moving forward on an application for funding for a county-
wide transportation plan if you want to be involved in transportation planning. I believe the board should be because this is a 
county-wide issue and not an individual municipal issue.  
 
Pete: If it is helpful for you to have our endorsement and our involvement that would be fine. 
 
Rose: Does the board want to do a county-wide transportation plan? 
 
Pete: I don't want to do a county-wide transportation plan. 
 
Rose: Not you personally. Do you want staff to do a county-wide transportation plan? 
 
Pete: We want you to do what you think is important and to ask us if we think it is important. 
 
Bill: Transportation planning examines all the ways that people, goods or services are provided through transportation. So if you 
look at how important that is for commerce and the growth along transportation corridors it really is a planning issue. 
 
In regards the earlier discussion, I think we need to find common ground for the planning board that are county-wide planning 
issues and we ought to take 6-12 months and come up with "What we are." We need to truly focus on what this board can really do 
for the county to help the county. Part B of that is to examine how you can help the other municipal entities.  
 
Steve: I would think that the planning department would come to the board and say we need a comprehensive transportation plan, 
and here is how you can help. Maybe we could assist with some leg work or form a subcommittee but I would need specific 
direction. 
 
In regards to the individual municipalities, I think we need to ask them what we can do to assist them. Perhaps the board or 
department could send out a letter asking for the top three things that we could help them with. It would give us an idea of the needs 
and we could say lets be constructive and get something done to benefit the County. I just need to Know two or Three things 
between now and the end of the year to accomplish.   

ZONING LOG Don: This is a log of all referrals received. These referrals come to the county because they are governed by General Municipal 
Law 239 l&m and meet the criteria within the law. 
 
Pete: Don could you list some of the criteria used. 
 
Don: If any special-use permits, site plan, variance or planning action is situated on property located within 500 feet of a municipal 
boundary, state or county road or state or county facility. These are the preliminary issues we look for and then we attempt to make 
a determination if there will be any inter-municipal effects. If not we send it back as a local option. Quite often, although there are 



no inter-municipal effects we do see issues with a project that should be examined and we make informal comments as part of the 
response.  

NEXT MEETING March 7th, 2006 at the Gerace Office Building, Room 331, Mayville, New York 
 

ADJOURNMENT Meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m. 
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